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Designed for the busiest of families, you can use the Spanish Fun Activity Calendar as your main

curriculum, or as a supplement.  Learn Spanish at the Speed of Life! -Handy Spanish: never lose

your textbook, just hang it on the wall!  -Learn Spanish at your child s pace and track your progress

by adding one useful word per day. Say the word of the day three times, color and label the word in

the month s mural, and your Spanish lesson is done for the day ~ all on the way to the breakfast

table!  -Each practical vocabulary word is strategically laid out so that every Friday, you and your

child will know a complete sentence by using your newfound vocabulary from that week.  -The

twelve months' dates are left open so you can start any month, any year.  -With a handy

pronunciation guide, as well as phonetic spelling throughout, the Spanish Fun Activity Calendar

makes acquiring a second language simple, fun, and hands-on for all ages of students. . -Other

Spanish teaching products by Sra. Gose include: Flip Flop Spanish: Ages 3-5: Level 1, Flip Flop

Spanish: Ages 3-5: Level 2, Al reves ingles,  Flip Flop Spanish Flash Cards: Verde Set, Flip Flop

FrenchiPhone App: FlipCards - Spanish
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I'm sold on the entire line of Flip Flop Learning products! Everything we have used encourages us to

learn even more. This activity calendar holds to the true flip flop learning standard, teaching relevant

Spanish (whole sentences) in an engaging and creative manner. Learning a word a day, building an

entire sentence by the end of the week, enables my children to learn real Spanish and not just lists

of vocabulary words. And of course, the pronunciation for each word ensures we are saying



everything correctly.As an educator with a degree in teaching children second languages, I highly

recommend this product. Using it in my own Spanish classroom, as well in my home, I have

witnessed firsthand as children beg to do Spanish again and again! For this busy mom, the

simplicity of learning a new word each day coupled with the desire of my boys to actually do it,

makes the calendar a winner in our home.Senora Gose, please keep your Spanish materials

coming. You hit a homerun with this one.

Excellent spanish resource. My children (7 & 10) are learning spanish together, and we use this

calendar to teach ourselves at least one spanish word each weekday. And, since the calendar is

open, we keep saying and using the phrases and having fun doing it. We've been working for a year

and can now carry on basic (and I do mean basic, but it is a positive start) conversation, read primer

books, and understand the ads and weather report on the spanish radio station. We've used the

calendar for 4 months along with Sr. Gose's flip-flop spanish. It has been a positive and fun learning

experience. Now my children go to the internet to translate phrases they want to say into spanish,

so our vocabulary keeps growing... and they are leading the effort. Pure bliss.

Great idea and very useful. Each week (5 days) teaches a sentence. Love how it is broken into

parts that can be used in different ways!

I am very impressed with this learning calendar. Learn a word a day and by the end of the week you

can speak a sentence. If you get bored with saying words, you can color the picture. If you don't feel

like learning for awhile you can put it aside and start up again at a later time. No guilt from looking at

all those dates you missed, just put your own dates on this calendar. Very Clever!
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